Physician Notification
Overview
History

Overview/Design
·

The inpatient physician notification software was developed
to address a number of common inpatient challenges,
including prompt renewal of expiring medications and
restraints, effective management of Foley catheters and
central lines, and non-disruptive communication to the
provider

·
·

·
·

Designed to integrate seamlessly with a provider’s
workflow and to use the minimum number of clicks
possible.
Education has been embedded in the tool by means of
hover functionality to decrease the time in a classroom
Visible from the Inpatient Summary mPage and consists
of 3 tabs:
· Order Renewal
· Quality
· Communication
The number of items in each tab is shown in parenthesis.
Component will automatically open to the tab containing
information

Physician Notification mPage Component:
Order Renewal
Orders with defined renewal process
Physicians need a
consistent way to
be alerted that
orders are
expiring.

Physician reviews
patients chart and
determines if any
orders need to be
renewed or re-ordered

Renew/
Expire

Orders
Expiring Soon
Expire

Renew
Renews medication orders.

Allows the Order to Expire
and removed notification for
all providers

Completed Medication
Orders
Physicians can increase the look
back timeframe in 24 hour
increments

Orders Renewed when in a completed
status will be “copied”
When orders “expire” and no
longer on the renewal list.
Providers can review recently
completed Medication orders

Order Renewal Tab

Non-Medication orders with
renewal workflow are
cancelled and re-ordered
(Copy)

Key Terms:
Orders Expiring Soon
·
·
·
·
·
·

Standard
Default of Orders set to expire by midnight of the next day (Medications)
Single order with clinical relevance

·

Example: Non-Violent Restraints at 18 hours before Discontinue

Example: Nutritional Supplements at the half life of the order

Custom Coding
Single order with a defined threshold

Completed Medication Orders
·

Orders that have been completed by the “System” or administration process.

Defined Renewal Process
·

Orders with a system generated duration and have clinical need to be renewed prior to the order expiring
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Physician Notification mPage Component:
Quality

Documenting the
continuation and
awareness of a
order

Physician reviews
patients chart and
determines if any
orders need to be
discontinued or
continued

Discontinue/
Continue

Continue

Discontinue

Discontinues the
specific order

Order will
appropriately task
the nurse to perform
the discontinuation
of the order

Selected order is
continued for
another 24 hours.
The reason for
continuation must
be documented

Care is continued
based on original order
parameters

Primary means to assure proper
documentation of reason for continuation
of an order without taking active actions on
the order

The reason for
continuation is written
as an event code and can
be displayed in “Results
Review”
Appendix A

Event code can be utilized in
other areas of Cerner Millenium
for information purposes (Smart
Templates/ reporting)

Quality Tab

Key Processes:
Urinary Catheter
·
·

Order populates the component after 24 hours of being inserted
Requires a continuation reason for another 24 hours
-- Reason to continue is pulled forward for subsequent days , but can be changed as needed by selecting
from drop down list

Central Line
·
·

Order populates the component after 24 hours of being inserted
Requires a continuation reason for another 24 hours
--- Reason to continue is pulled forward for subsequent days , but can be changed as needed by selecting
from drop down list
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Physician Notification mPage Component:
Communication with Providers
Clinician (Example:
(Nursing) needs a way
to non-disruptively
communicate to
physician

User Generated

Clinician creates a communication note to
provider (Uses “Communication to
Physician” Powerform”)
Appendix B

Physician will determine if the message applies to their care
of the patient and will decide to acknowledge (take action)
or Ignore (leave for another physician)

System Generated

Defined orders, that
communicate patient
risk of acquiring
certain conditions (HIT,
Sepsis)
Can leverage Discern Expert
rules that generate orders

Physicians utilizes the
Communication tab on
the Physician Notification
component, during
rounds to check for any
communication
messages

Ignore/
Acknowledge

Acknowledge

Physician can hover or click
the message to review details

Removes this notice for
all users. Use this
option if you are the
intended recipient of
this notice and are
completing the
necessary actions.

Communication Tab

All actions are tracked.
Messages that are
accidently ignored can
be reactivated

Ignore

Removes the notice
for current user only

Message Center
Challenges
·
·

Communications must be sent to a specific provider.
Nursing & Ancillary Staff may not know which provider will be rounding on the patient on any day (especially
weekend/Holidays). This makes it challenging to route the communication to the correct providers’
message center

Solutions
·
·

Utilize patient-centric communication
Message is tied to the patient and is available to whichever provider rounds on the patient that day
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Physician Notification mPage Component:
Quality

Appendix A
Results Review/FlowSheet

Physician Notification mPage Component:
Communication with Providers

Appendix B
Communication to Physician Powerform

